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ABSTRACT

Grammar-based fuzzing is an effective method for testing programs
that consume structured inputs, particularly input parsers. A pre-
requisite of this method is to have a specification of the input
format in the form of a grammar. Consequently, the success of a
grammar-based fuzzing campaign is highly dependent on the avail-
able grammar. If the grammar does not accurately represent the
input format, or if the system under test (SUT) does not conform
strictly to that grammar, there may be an impedance mismatch
between inputs generated via grammar-based fuzzing and inputs
accepted by the SUT. Even if the SUT has been designed to strictly
conform to the grammar, the SUT parser may exhibit vulnerabilities
that would only be triggered by slightly invalid inputs. Grammar-
based fuzzing, by construction, will not yield such edge case inputs.

To overcome these limitations, we present Gmutator, an ap-
proach that mutates an input grammar and leverages the Gram-
marinator fuzzer to produce inputs conforming to the mutated
grammars. As a result, Gmutator can find inputs that do not con-
form to the original grammar but are (wrongly) accepted by an
SUT. In addition, Gmutator-generated inputs have the potential to
increase SUT code coverage compared with the standard approach.
We present preliminary results applying Gmutator to two JSON
parsing libraries, where we are able to identify a few inconsistencies
and observe an increase in covered code.We propose a plan for a full
experimental evaluation over four different input formats—JSON,
XML, URL and Lua—and twelve SUTs (three per input format).

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Software testing and de-

bugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Thoroughly fuzz-testing a software system requires inputs that
get past its parser. Invalid inputs that are rejected by the parser
are valuable for testing error-handling code in the front-end, but
cannot exercise deeper functionality of the system under test (SUT).
A solution to the problem of generating valid inputs is grammar-
based fuzzing [2, 14, 23, 25, 35, 37], where inputs are generated
based on a grammar that should capture the intended input format.

A problem with grammar-based fuzzing is that there may be a
mismatch between the grammar of the input format that the SUT
is supposed to accept, and the implicit grammar associated with the
inputs that the SUT actually accepts in practice. One reason for
this is that writing a parser by hand is difficult and prone to errors;
for instance, various parsers have been shown not to implement
the JSON format correctly [21, 27]. Furthermore, as the SUT is
updated over time, there is the potential for the front-end of an
SUT to get out of sync with the input format it is supposed to
accept. An important and under-explored application of fuzzing
is to detect such inconsistencies—cases where the inputs actually
accepted by an SUT differ from the inputs described by a grammar
for the associated input format.

A related property of grammar-based fuzzing is that it is designed
to only produce valid inputs. While in many ways this property is
a feature—valid inputs have the potential to exercise deep parts of
the SUT—it is also a limitation: grammar-based fuzzing does not
produce “edge case” inputs that almost conform to the required
grammar, but deviate from the grammar in small, seemingly innocu-
ous ways. As well as the potential for such inputs to be incorrectly
accepted by an SUT (as discussed above), they have the potential
to trigger vulnerabilities in error-handling code paths in the SUT’s
front-end, and to find subtle defects that may not be triggered
by more drastically-invalid inputs (such as purely random input
strings, or inputs obtained by applying byte-level mutations to
originally-valid inputs in the style of mutation-based fuzzers such
as AFL [38] and libFuzzer [19]).

These problems with grammar-based fuzzing are particularly
acute in the context of blackbox fuzzing [14, 28, 33] where, without
any feedback signal from the SUT, one cannot learn the implicit
grammar that the SUT accepts by trial and error. Even when it is
possible to instrument the SUT, e.g. with coverage information, the
use of an upfront grammar can accelerate the fuzzing process [35],
but the use of such a grammar is subject to the above problems.

In this work, we investigate the idea of enhancing grammar-
based blackbox fuzzing with grammar mutations, so that inputs are
generated from slightly corrupted grammars. The aim is to generate
inputs that diverge to some degree from the correct specification
of an input format.
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In brief, our idea is as follows. Given a grammar 𝐺 specifying
the input format that an SUT is supposed to accept, we derive a
mutant grammar 𝐺 ′ by applying one or more mutations to the
production rules of 𝐺 . The grammar 𝐺 ′ can then be used as a basis
for generating inputs that do not conform to 𝐺 , but—due to the
close relationship between𝐺 and 𝐺 ′, are in large part very similar
to inputs that do conform to 𝐺 . These almost 𝐺-valid inputs can
then be applied to the SUT, with the potential to identify (a) inputs
that the SUT accepts when it should not (the very existence of these
inputs may constitute bugs in the SUT, and some of these inputs
might reveal additional coverage or trigger crashes in deeper parts
of the SUT), and (b) inputs that achieve additional coverage of the
SUT’s front-end error handling code paths (potentially revealing
crashes in those code paths).

To experiment with these ideas, we present a new blackbox
fuzzing tool, Gmutator, that takes as input an ANTLR [1] gram-
mar specifying a target input format. The ANTLR tool is first used
to produce a reference parser. Then, Gmutator mutates the gram-
mar, producing multiple mutant grammars. The Grammarinator
grammar-based fuzzing tool [13] is used to produce inputs for each
mutant grammar. Inputs that are accepted by the SUT but rejected
by the reference parser (i.e., they do not conform to the original
grammar) are flagged for investigation: these represent invalid in-
puts that are accepted by the SUT. This has two benefits: first, it
highlights discrepancies between input specification and implemen-
tation; secondly, it exercises the SUT in ways that would be missed
by a conforming grammar-based fuzzer.

We present preliminary results investigating the effectiveness of
our idea and tool for the JSON input format. Using Gmutator we
have found JSON-like inputs that do not conform to the JSON gram-
mar, but that are accepted by off-the-shelf JSON parsing libraries.
We reported these issues to the library developers. One of them is
under discussion as a potential bug, showing that Gmutator has
the potential to find bugs that traditional grammar-based fuzzing
would miss. The other bug was closed as intended behaviour, with
the developer of the parsing library in question stating their inten-
tion to be permissive with respect to the inputs that are accepted;
this shows thatGmutator can be useful for identifying cases where
thorough grammar-based testing of a particular SUT would require
a more permissive grammar. We also present experimental results
showing that Gmutator is able to achieve additional code coverage
on these JSON parsing libraries compared to using straightforward
grammar-based fuzzing.

We then describe a planned set of controlled experiments to
evaluate our idea at a larger scale with respect to four input formats
in total, varying in their complexity (JSON, XML, URL and Lua)
and three SUTs per input format. We will investigate the number
and nature of discrepancies that Gmutator can find, and the effect
on code coverage associated with grammar-based fuzzing using
mutant grammars.

This registered report makes the following contributions:

(1) The idea of using mutant grammars to extend the reach of
grammar-based fuzzing, allowing fuzzing with respect to multi-
ple approximations of an input format, to enable the identifi-
cation of discrepancies between the specification of the input
format and the implementation of the SUT;

(2) The implementation of this idea as a blackbox fuzzing tool,Gmu-
tator, that works on the widely-used ANTLR grammar format
and leverages the Grammarinator grammar-based fuzzer;

(3) A preliminary investigation of the practical effectiveness of
the idea using the JSON format, including details of identified
discrepancies and developer responses to these discrepancies;

(4) A plan for a larger experimental evaluation over twelve SUTs
covering four input formats in total.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first illustrate

our approach on the JSON format and discuss our preliminary
results in §2. We then describe our Gmutator approach in detail in
§3. We present the full evaluation plan in §4, including the research
questions we want to address and the experimental methodology.
We discuss related work in §5, and conclude the paper in §6.

2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR JSON

Before going into details of our Gmutator tool, we illustrate the
idea of grammar mutation and its effectiveness using an example.

JavaScript Common Object Notation (JSON) [6] is a standard
format for representing structured data, and is commonly used as
an interchange format between software tools. An ANTLR gram-
mar for part of JSON is shown in Figure 1a, where the notation
uses the Backus-Naur Form (BNF). To keep our grammar examples
compact and simple to read, we omit rules and constructs that are
not relevant for this example. The highlighted parts of the grammar
relate to mutations that we will describe in due course.

As shown in the grammar, a JSON document consists of a value,
which can be of multiple types. For example, an array (arr) is
defined as a sequence of one or more values, separated by commas,
and surrounded by square brackets. As a second example, UNICODE
encodes a UNICODE character, which is specified by the letter ’u’
followed by four HEX numbers.

Given this grammar, Gmutator applies mutations to its rules to
construct mutant grammars. Figure 1b shows one of the possible
mutant grammars, which was obtained via three mutations:
• Mutation 1 (line 2): With this mutation applied, a JSON file
can now consist of multiple roots rather than a single one. For
instance, the input {} {} is accepted by the mutant grammar,
but not by the original one.

• Mutation 2 (line 9):With this mutation applied, an array may
have values that are not correctly comma-separated. For instance,
the input [true, ] is accepted by the mutant grammar, but not
by the original one.

• Mutation 3 (line 19): With this mutation applied, a UNICODE
value may start with an arbitrary string. E.g., the input ur282 is
accepted by the mutant grammar, but not by the original one.
For our preliminary evaluation, we used Gmutator to create

such mutant grammars and employed them to generate inputs for
testing two JSON parsers: cJSON [9] and Parson [8], both written
in C. The evaluation was run for one hour with 3 repetitions. For
comparison, we also run Grammarinator [13], an open source
blackbox grammar-based fuzzer, for the same amount of time on
the same original JSON grammar.

Grammarinator generated 137,440 inputs in one hour. By con-
trast, Gmutator generated only 82,465 inputs, reflecting the ad-
ditional overhead it incurs to create mutant grammars (1,268 for
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1 json

2 : value EOF ;

3 obj

4 : '{' pair (',' pair)* '}'

5 | '{' '}' ;

6 pair

7 : STRING ':' value ;

8 arr

9 : '[' value (',' value)* ']'

10 | '[' ']' ;

11 value

12 : STRING | NUMBER | obj | arr

13 | 'true' | 'false ' | 'null' ;

14 STRING

15 : '"' (ESC | CHAR)* '"' ;

16 ESC

17 : '\\' (["\\/ bfnrt] | UNICODE) ;

18 UNICODE

19 : 'u' HEX HEX HEX HEX ;

(a)

1 json

2 : value (obj | EOF) ;

3 obj

4 : '{' pair (',' pair)* '}'

5 | '{' '}' ;

6 pair

7 : STRING ':' value ;

8 arr

9 : '[' value (',' value ∗ )* ']'

10 | '[' ']' ;

11 value

12 : STRING | NUMBER | obj | arr

13 | 'true' | 'false ' | 'null' ;

14 STRING

15 : '"' (ESC | CHAR)* '"' ;

16 ESC

17 : '\\' (["\\/ bfnrt] | UNICODE) ;

18 UNICODE

19 : 'u' (STRING | HEX) HEX HEX HEX ;

(b)

Figure 1: Simplified version of the JSON grammar (left) and one of its mutant grammars (right). The highlighted parts show

the mutations applied.

this experiment). However, Gmutator managed to generate 7,793
inputs that are unique to the mutant grammars, i.e. they are not
accepted by the original grammar.1

Extra coverage. The Grammarinator-generated inputs achieve
branch coverage of 24% and 19% on cJSON and Parson, respec-
tively. Despite generating fewer inputs, the inputs unique to mutant
grammars allow Gmutator to increase branch coverage by 2% on
cJSON and 3% on Parson.

Issues discovered. The inputs that are unique to the mutant gram-
mars discovered several issues in the JSON parsers.

Mutation 3 led to the discovery of an issue in cJSON, which
accepts invalid UNICODE values such as ur282. We are discussing
this issue with the developers, who acknowledged that the accepted
input has an invalid UTF-8 character.

Mutations 1 and 2 led to the discovery of two issues in Parson.
Inputs such as {} {} and [true, ] are accepted by Parson, al-
though they do not conform to the JSON format. However, while
the developers acknowledged the issues, they have decided not to
fix them, citing the robustness principle, also known as Postel’s
law [36]. According to this principle, programs should be permissive
in what they accept, and conservative (format-conforming) in what
they generate. We argue here that programs that follow this design
guideline cannot be adequately tested with a precise grammar, and
a more permissive grammar is needed to exercise the full range of

1Despite the fact that each mutant grammar features at least one mutation, gen-
erating an input that is not accepted by the original grammar requires a mutated part
of the grammar to be used during generation, and in a manner that actually causes a
deviation from what the original grammar accepts.

inputs. The examples discovered show how Gmutator can be use-
ful in identifying where the JSON grammar used for grammar-based
fuzzing of Parson would need to be more permissive.

3 GMUTATOR

We now describe Gmutator, our prototype tool for grammar mu-
tation, and give details of the mutation operators that Gmutator
incorporates.

Gmutator takes as input an ANTLR grammar, for example the
(full version of the) grammar in Figure 1a. We chose to support the
ANTLR format for two reasons: first, the ANTLR repository [1] fea-
tures well-maintained grammar files for a number of input formats;
secondly, the ANTLR tool can be used to automatically generate
a reference parser for a given grammar, a feature that Gmutator
makes use of as described below.

Gmutator applies a number of mutations to the rules of the
given grammar, randomly selecting which types of mutation to ap-
ply and where to apply them. This leads to a new mutant grammar,
as illustrated by the grammar in Figure 1b.

The following types of mutations are supported by Gmutator:

(1) Repetition: Change the number of allowed repetitions of an
expression to zero-or-more. This can be done by changing an
existing repetition operator to *, or introducing * when there is
no existing repetition operator. Examples of this mutation are:
• Repeat a terminal, e.g. ']' −→ ']'*

• Change the number of repetitions of a non-terminal from
one-or-more to zero-or-more, e.g. foo+ −→ foo*

• Change an optional subrule to zero-or-more repetitions of
the subrule, e.g. (...)? −→ (...)*
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L(𝐺) L(𝐺′)

Figure 2: L(𝐺) is the set of inputs derivable from grammar

𝐺 , while L(𝐺 ′) is the set of inputs derivable from a mutant

grammar 𝐺 ′
. L(𝐺 ′) is a superset of L(𝐺)

(2) Concatenation: Allow the concatenation of two rules that
would normally be alternatives, e.g. change foo | bar to foo |

bar | foo bar, so that in addition to the choice of foo or bar,
the sequence foo bar is allowed.

(3) Relax excluded character set: Replace a top-level regular
expression defining the complement of a set of characters—
i.e. a regular expression of the form ~𝑅 where 𝑅 defines a set
of characters—with the full character range; e.g. ~[0-9] −→ .,
which changes the regular expression that accepts any non-digit
character to a regular expression that accepts any character.2

(4) Introduce choice: Replace a use of a lexer/parser rule with a
choice between this or another lexer/parser rule appearing in
the grammar; e.g. HEX −→ (STRING | HEX).
We chose these mutations because they are self-contained; that

is, they do not introduce any new constructs that are not contained
in the original grammar. This makes the mutation process depen-
dent only on the original grammar. Additionally, self-contained
mutations are normally subtle and do not lead to drastic changes,
as they reuse existing grammar parts. In addition, the mutations are
grammar-agnostic: they are straightforward to apply to an ANTLR
description of any grammar. Our preliminary evaluation (§2) has
already shown that these mutations can be effective at uncovering
parsing discrepancies. In §6 we discuss the investigation of further
mutations as an avenue for future work.

Given a grammar𝐺 , Gmutator produces a mutant grammar𝐺 ′

by randomly applying one or more mutations of the types described
above. The default configuration is three mutations, which can be
modified by the user. Each mutant grammar is transformed to a
generator by Grammarinator, from which a sample of inputs can
be generated. These inputs can then be executed on SUTs of interest.
As is common in grammar-based fuzzing, Grammarinator (and
thus also Gmutator) supports blackbox testing: the process of
generating inputs is not guided by feedback from the SUT(s) in
relation to previously-generated inputs.

2This mutation could be generalised so that it would consider replacing any top-
level regular expression with a more permissive one. We chose to implement the more
restricted form of the mutation to maximise the chances of generating inputs that
involve characters that are explicitly disallowed by the original grammar.

By design, the mutations that Gmutator perform preserve the
syntactical and semantic validity of ANTLR grammars; i.e. given an
original well-formed ANTLR grammar, the mutant grammars that
Gmutator produces are also well-formed and can thus be used by
Grammarinator to drive the input generation process.

The grammar mutations we have designed have the property
that each mutation monotonically increases the space of inputs that
the grammar represents. As a concrete example, Mutation 1 in our
running example (see §2) can generate both single-rooted JSON
inputs and multi-rooted JSON inputs, while the original grammar
can only generated single-rooted JSON inputs. As a more general
example, the concatenation mutation outlined above does not re-
place a choice foo | bar with the concatenation foo bar; it instead
adds foo bar as an additional choice, so that the grammar still has
the potential to yield any input it could yield pre-mutation, as well
as additional inputs corresponding to the new alternative.

More formally, given a grammar mutator𝑀 that takes as input a
grammar𝐺 and produces a grammar𝐺 ′,𝑀 satisfies the monotonic
acceptance property if and only if, for any string 𝑠:

𝑠 ∈ L(𝐺) ⇒ 𝑠 ∈ L(𝐺 ′),

where L(𝐺) denotes the set of inputs derivable from a grammar𝐺 .
This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.

The rationale for our design decision to use mutations that mono-
tonically increase the input space that the grammar can generate
is to allow localised mutations of any inputs that could be gen-
erated by the original grammar. Considering the concatenation
mutation type again, suppose we have a grammar that defines add
expressions, using the rule AddExpr -> AddExpr + AddExpr | Const

where Const defines a numerical constant. If the rule would be mu-
tated to AddExpr -> AddExpr + AddExpr Const instead of AddExpr ->

AddExpr + AddExpr | Const | AddExpr + AddExpr Const then one
could not generate large, mostly-valid expressions where only some
subtrees would be mutated. For instance, the expression 1 + 3 +

4 + 5 4, which uses a mixture of the original and mutated rule,
could not be generated.

Another advantage of our design decision that could prove useful
in the future is that it leaves the door open for grammar-based
fuzzing that operates on initial seed inputs. For seed inputs to be
usable when fuzzing with a mutant grammar, it must be the case
that they can be expressed using the mutant grammar so that they
can be parsed. While Gmutator does not yet make use of seed
inputs, our approach ensures that this would be possible to support
in the future.

4 PLANNED EVALUATION

We now detail the evaluation that we intend to conduct to assess
the effectiveness of our techniques for grammar mutation and the
Gmutator tool. We start by outlining the research questions our
evaluation aims to answer (§4.1). We then discuss the target input
formats we plan to study (§4.2), and the SUTs that consume these
input formats that we plan to test (§4.3). Finally, we explain the
procedure we plan to use for generating inputs and using generated
inputs for testing (§4.4), and the metrics we plan to use in order to
relate our findings back to our research questions (§4.5).
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4.1 Research Questions

As a first baseline for our experiments, we use Grammarinator,
because it is open source and well maintained, and has been used in
several recent papers related to grammar-based fuzzing [26, 28, 32].
Importantly, it operates directly on the popular ANTLR format,
which Gmutator also supports.

As a second baseline, we use the following approach, which we
call Grammarinator+Mutations: Grammarinator is used to
generate an input using a standard (non-mutated) grammar, then
standard byte-level mutation operators, as implemented by fuzzers
such as AFL, are used to modify the generated input before feeding
it to an SUT.

We design our evaluation experiments to answer the following
research question:

• RQ1: To what extent can Gmutator and Grammarinator+Mu-
tations identify discrepancies between the inputs that an SUT
accepts, and inputs that conform to the grammar associated with
the input format the SUT claims to consume?

• RQ2: What are the reasons for such discrepancies, and in partic-
ular do they relate to unintended acceptance of invalid inputs by
the SUT, intentional acceptance due to the SUT being permissive
by design, or a lack of precision in the available ANTLR grammar
for the input format?

• RQ3: How does grammar-based fuzzing using Grammarinator,
Gmutator and Grammarinator+Mutations compare in terms
of the SUT code coverage that is achieved, and in terms of the
SUT crashes that are identified?

4.2 Target Input Formats

We plan to evaluate Gmutator with respect to grammars for four
different input formats, with varying levels of complexity, rang-
ing from regular to context-sensitive: URL, JSON, XML and Lua.
We have obtained grammar definitions of these formats from the
ANTLR GitHub repository [1].

The default ANTLR grammars are context-free and do not in-
clude any context-sensitive constraints. We have already started
preliminary investigation into these grammars, and found that
the lack of context-sensitivity makes Grammarinator generate
many Lua and XML inputs that do not satisfy semantic validity
constraints (even though they conform to the syntax specified by
the grammar). This prompted us to add some constraints and make
some simplifications to the XML and Lua grammars:

(1) XML:We added constraints to the grammar to ensure that: a
closing tag name must match the corresponding opening tag
name; if the declaration tag is present (of the form <?xml ...>),
then it must include the version attribute.

(2) Lua:We added constraints to the grammar to ensure that: the
break token can only appear inside loops; the <close> attribute
should not appear more than once in an attribute name list. We
also simplified the grammar by removing the goto construct,
as adding constraints to model it fully would have complicated
the grammar.

These adaptations and simplifications do not relate to our inves-
tigation of grammar mutation; they are needed even for standard
grammar-based fuzzing to be useful for these input formats. When

we present our full results, we will report on any further grammar
adaptations that turn out to be needed.

4.3 Systems under Test

Original and mutated grammars for the input formats of §4.2 will be
used to generate test inputs for a number of target SUTs. For each
input format, we have identified three relevant SUTs, summarised
in Table 1. Even though our approach is a blackbox method, we
show the total number of lines of code (LOC) for each SUT (gathered
using the cloc tool) as an indication of their varying complexity.
We chose recent versions of SUTs and, for reproducibility, indicate
which versions we will use in our full evaluation.

Our choice of SUTs was guided by: restricting to open-source
software (for ease of communication with developers, and so that
we can gain insight into fixes to bugs that we report); including some
programs written in C/C++ (the unsafe nature of C/C++ means that
SUTs written in C/C++ have the potential to benefit greatly from
fuzzing, especially when compiled with sanitisers); and choosing
at least one SUT per input format that is widely-used (in particular,
cJSON has 8.8k stars on GitHub, luac is part of the official imple-
mentation of the widely-used Lua language, curl is a standard
tool for URL-based data transfer, and libxml2 has been actively
developed and maintained for more than two decades).

4.4 Procedure for Generation and Testing

TheGmutator tool serves as a complementary approach to existing
grammar-based fuzzers. The primary objective of Gmutator is to
explore the input space of a given program that is at the “edge” of
what is defined by the input grammar. In particular, we seek to
evaluate how effective Gmutator is at discovering inputs that the
SUT accepts but the original grammar does not, and whether it can
reach program code that is unreachable with inputs generated from
the original grammar.

Grammarinator generation.Grammarinator takes anANTLR
grammar and transforms it into generator code written in Python,
then it produces inputs using the generator. The tool supports a
maximum depth option, which sets the maximum length of any
generation path from the root node to a leaf in the tree. To avoid
generating overly large inputs or get stuck during execution, we
set the maximum depth to 60 for all input formats except Lua, for
which we use a maximum depth of 20 (due to the more complex
nature of this grammar).

Grammarinator+Mutations generation. For this setup, which
involves generating inputs using a standard grammar and sub-
sequently mutating them, the same process will be used as for
Grammarinator above, except that after each input is generated,
between one and three random mutations will be applied to the
input (where the number of mutations is also chosen at random).
We will consider the following mutation operators, inspired by
those used in coverage-guided fuzzers (such as AFL and libFuzzer):

• Deleting a randomly-chosen contiguous sequence of bytes from
the input;

• Duplicating a randomly-chosen contiguous sequence of bytes at
a random position in the input;
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Table 1: The systems under test on which we plan to perform our full evaluation.

SUT Input format Language Version LOC Notes

cJSON [9] JSON C 1.7.8 2,348 Ultralightweight JSON parser
Parson [8] JSON C 1.4 2,179 Lightweight JSON library
simdjson [18] JSON C++ 3.2.0 10,356 Fast parser for large JSON files

luac [15] Lua C 5.4.4 17,327 Parser component of the official
Lua implementation

LuaJIT [24] Lua C 2.1.0 49,725 Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler for
the Lua programming language

py-lua-parser [7] Lua Python 3.1.1 3,823 Lua parser and AST builder
written in Python

aria2 [31] URL C++ 1.36.0 93,223 Utility for downloading files
curl [29] URL C 8.0.0 146,879 Command-line tool for transfer-

ring data with URLs
Wget [22] URL C 1.21.3 79,974 Program that retrieves content

from web servers

fast-xml-parser [12] XML JavaScript 4.2.2 1,857 Tool that validates XML and
parses XML to JS Object

libxml2 [30] XML C 20902 215,759 XML parser and toolkit origi-
nally developed for the GNOME
Project

pugixml [16] XML C++ 1.13 22,853 XML processing library

• Inserting a keyword drawn from an input format-specific dictio-
nary at a random position in the input. The dictionary for each
input format will be constructed based on fixed tokens appearing
in the associated grammar.

Gmutator generation. Gmutator, on the other hand, repeats
the process of creating a mutant grammar and then generating
inputs using that grammar. Each mutant grammar is obtained by
applying three mutations to the original grammar, at random. A
mutant grammar is used to generate 40 inputs before Gmutator
moves to the next mutant grammar.We have found that this number
of inputs typically allows all the rules of the ANTLR grammars we
have experimented with to be exercised at least once. Again, we set
maximum depth to 20 for Lua and 60 for other input formats.

Differential testing between the SUT and the parser gener-

ated from the original grammar. For Gmutator-, Grammari-
nator- and Grammarinator+Mutations-generated inputs, we
will record how many are valid vs. invalid according to the orig-
inal grammar. This will be achieved by attempting to parse each
input using the ANTLR-generated parser derived from the original
(non-mutated) grammar.

All Grammarinator-generated inputs should be valid, by con-
struction. In contrast, Gmutator-generated inputs might not be
valid, since the mutations that Gmutator applies to a grammar
monotonically increase the set of inputs the grammar can generate
(see §3). We expect many Grammarinator+Mutations-generated
inputs to be invalid, but the mutations that are applied to Gram-
marinator-generated inputs are not guaranteed to affect validity.

For each SUT, we will then identify inputs for which the SUT
and the ANTLR-generated parser disagree on validity. Cases where

invalid inputs are accepted by an SUT are of particular interest.
(The opposite case, where grammar-valid inputs are rejected by an
SUT are more likely to be due to missing semantic constraints in the
grammar.) This form of testing will allow RQ1 above to be answered.
Of particular interest will be the relative ability of our supposedly-
smarter Gmutator approach vs. the simple Grammarinator+Mu-
tations baseline in identifying discrepancies.

Differential testing across SUTs. Recall from §4.3 that we con-
sider three SUTs per input format. This allows us to perform dif-
ferential testing across SUTs, to identify cases where an input is
accepted by some but not all of the SUTs, despite the fact the SUTs
advertise that they consume the same input format. In practice,
having performed differential testing between each SUT and the
grammar-generated parser (as described above), we can mine these
results to identify mismatches between SUTs.

This analysis adds colour to the findings for RQ1, as it is interest-
ing to know whether mismatches are SUT-specific or common to
multiple SUTs. It will also be useful in answering RQ2; for example,
if all SUTs for an input format accept a particular input that does
not conform to the original grammar, this may suggest that the
original grammar is too strict, which we can then investigate. Alter-
natively, if a non-conforming input is accepted by one SUT but not
the others, this will likely be a useful point to raise when reporting
the issue to an SUT developer to get their feedback. Again, a com-
parison of discrepancies between SUTs identified by Gmutator vs.
Grammarinator+Mutations will be of interest.

Manual investigation of discrepancies. The next step after per-
forming differential testing is debugging. For every input format,
we will first de-duplicate all instances of discrepancies between
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grammar and SUTs, or discrepancies between SUTs. This can be
achieved by classifying inputs by their (mutant) grammar source.
For each unique issue, we will investigate whether the fault is in
the SUT or in the grammar, or if the issue is a false alarm, e.g.
where an input is rejected by an SUT due to violating a seman-
tic constraint. Our references will be the official specifications for
JSON [6], Lua [15], URL [11], and XML [34]. When we are confident
the discrepancy constitutes non-conformance to the specification,
we will communicate the issue to the relevant SUT developers and
report their answers.

This manual investigation will provide answers to RQ2.

Recording crashes and coverage.When running each SUT over
the sets of inputs generated by Grammarinator, Gmutator and
Grammarinator+Mutations, we will record all crashes that occur.
In addition, since we do have source code for each SUT, we will
collect branch coverage information, using standard code coverage
utilities for C/C++, JavaScript and Python.

The data we gather on crashes and coverage, for inputs generated
using all three approaches, will allow us to answer RQ3. When we
find inputs that lead to SUT crashes we will de-duplicate and report
them. Cases where an input that crashes an SUT also turns out to
be a non-conforming input (i.e. one that does not conform to the
original grammar) will additionally contribute to answering RQ2.

Experimental settings.We will run experiments on a cluster of
multicore Linux workstations (we will provide details of machine
specifications when presenting our full results).

The SUTs will run in a Docker container without a network
connection, so that our URL-processing SUTs (curl, Wget and
aria2) will be expected to terminate gracefully with a “no net-
work connection” error if they do manage to parse a given input
successfully.

For each (generation tool, SUT) pair (where the generation tools
are Grammarinator, Gmutator and Grammarinator+Muta-
tions), we will perform three 24 h runs. Each run will repeat the
process of (1) generating an input using the generation tool, (2)
running the input against a coverage-instrumented version of the
SUT, logging the output and exit code for subsequent analysis,
and (3) in the case where the generation tool is Gmutator or
Grammarinator+Mutations, attempting to parse the input using
an ANTLR-generated parser for the original grammar (to record
whether or not the input is valid). To account for inputs that trigger
infinite loop bugs in our SUTs, or that lead to excessive SUT runtime,
we will use a timeout of 3 seconds per input.

Performing three repeat runs allows us to present averaged cover-
age data, whilst keeping the CPU time required for our experiments
tractable. Our planned experiments will require (4 input formats) ×
(3 SUTs per input format) × (3 generation tools) × (3 repeat runs)
× (24 h per repeat run) = 2,592 hours of CPU time.

Recall that an important part of our evaluation involves look-
ing for discrepancies between different SUTs that accept the same
input format. It is therefore important that we generate identical
sequences of inputs for the SUTs we wish to compare. Each gen-
eration tool can be made deterministic by being provided with a
pseudo-random number generator seed. To ensure that SUTs are
tested with identical inputs, in the first 24 h run for a (generation
tool, SUT) pair, the sequence of seeds [0, 3, 6, 9, . . . ] will be used

to initialise the generation tool. On the second and third repeat
runs, the seed sequences [1, 4, 7, 10, . . . ] and [2, 5, 8, 11, . . . ] will be
used, respectively. This means that, for example, the first repeat
run in which Grammarinator is used to tests cJSON (one of our
JSON-consuming SUTs; see Table 1) will involve exactly the same
generated inputs as for the first repeat run in which Grammarina-
tor is used to test Parson (another of our JSON-consuming SUTs),
allowing the results of these runs to be compared across the SUTs.

A downside of this method is that CPU time will be devoted to re-
dundantly generating identical inputs to feed to different SUTs, and
checking whether these inputs are valid. However, these overheads
are part of the true cost associated with testing via our method, so
it is fair that they absorb part of the time budget associated with
each run. The approach also avoids the need to guess in advance
an upper bound on how many inputs it will be possible to generate
and process within a 24 h time period (which may vary across input
formats and SUTs), and also avoids the problem of testing proceed-
ing at the speed of the slowest SUT (which would be a problem if
we instead generated an input and then executed the input against
all relevant SUTs before moving on to the next input).

4.5 Evaluation Metrics

For clarity, we now recap the metrics that will be used to help in
answering RQs 1–3, based on the data gathered from the generation
and testing process described in §4.4.

For each benchmark, we plan to measure the following:

Accept-invalid. An invalid input is an input that is rejected by the
original grammar, that is, it is not derivable by this grammar. An
accept-invalid input is an invalid input that is accepted by an SUT
for the associated input format. We will measure the number of
accept-invalid inputs for each SUT, and categorise them, in order
to answer RQ1.

Reject-valid. A valid input is an input accepted by the original
grammar. Another interesting measurement is the number of valid
inputs that are rejected by an SUT—we call these reject-valid in-
puts. With respect to evaluating Gmutator this category is less
important than the accept-invalid category above, because both
Grammarinator and Gmutator have the potential to discover
reject-valid inputs while only Gmutator has the potential to dis-
cover accept-invalid inputs. Still, reporting on reject-valid inputs is
important to fully answer RQ1.

Cross-SUT disagreement. Recall that we consider three SUTs per
input format (see Table 1). Counting and classifying the inputs for
which there is disagreement between the three associated SUTs on
whether the input should be accepted is important in the context
of RQ2, because when reporting a discrepancy to developers it is
informative to remark on cases where a comparable SUT does not
exhibit the discrepancy.

Grammar-based faults. For each distinct category of accept-invalid
or reject-valid inputs that we discover, we will investigate whether
the issue is in fact due to a problem with the ANTLR grammar for
the input format. This will inform RQ2.

SUT-based faults. If an accept-invalid or reject-valid input is not
due to a problem with the grammar, we investigate if the error
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originates from the SUT. For every distinct class of issue,3 based
on feedback from developers we will classify the issue as one of:
intended (the discrepancy is a feature of the SUT, e.g. as in the case
for the discrepancy in Parson discussed in §2, where the parson
developers cited Postel’s law), unintended (the discrepancy is a fault
in the SUT implementation, as appears to be the case with the issue
discussed in §2 where cJSON accepts inputs that contain invalid
UTF-8 characters), or unresolved (where despite discussion with
developers, or due to lack of developer feedback, we do not manage
to gain clarity on the issue). This classification of issues relates to
answering RQ2.

Code coverage. For each input format, and for each set of asso-
ciated inputs generated using Grammarinator, Gmutator and
Grammarinator+Mutations, we will measure the total branch
coverage achieved when each SUT for the input format is run across
the input set. This will allow us to report, on average, how much
Gmutator can improve on code coverage compared to Grammari-
nator and Grammarinator+Mutations, answering part of RQ3.

Program crashes. To assess the extent to which Gmutator can
identify additional SUT crashes compared with Grammarinator
and Grammarinator+Mutations, we will study logs of crashes
identified when testing each SUT over the sets of inputs generated
for each input format. Based on a best-effort de-duplication of
crashes from details contained in their logs, we will report average
results on the new crashes that Gmutator induces. It possible that
Gmutator may fail to find certain crashes that Grammarinator
exposes: even thoughGmutator can generate any input thatGram-
marinator can generate in principle, it may do so with a lower
probability in practice (due to the space of possible inputs that it
can generate being larger). We will analyse whether such cases
occur during our experiments. The data we collect on crashes will
answer the remainder of RQ3.

5 RELATEDWORK

Our approach builds upon grammar-based fuzzing [2, 14, 23, 25,
35, 37] and the Grammarinator [13] tool in particular. The effec-
tiveness of grammar-based fuzzing depends on the quality of the
grammar; because the generator is blackbox, it is unable to exploit
knowledge of the program’s implementation. While it is possible
to build grammar-based fuzzers that enforce semantic constraints
to generate valid inputs [14, 37], this requires significant effort and
such fuzzers are only available for a few domains.

Automatically mining input grammars from programs can re-
duce the manual effort required in building grammars. With no
specification or seed inputs, pFuzzer [20] can mine an input gram-
mar of a program, by instrumenting the program and tracking byte
comparisons at runtime. However pFuzzer only works with recur-
sive descent parsers, written in C. Grammars can also be synthesised
grammars from sample inputs [4, 5, 10, 17]. These techniques are
useful when the program source code is not available, however a
seed corpus exercising all of the target grammar rules is needed.

Instead of mining grammars from scratch, Gmutator builds on
top of existing grammars, and attempts to generate inputs at the
“edge” of what the input grammar allows.

3If a particular SUT turns out to suffer from a high rate of discrepancies we may
report only a limited number of issues to avoid bombarding developers with reports.

A similar approach to ours is Ccoft [32], which is a mutator that
operates on Protobuf objects. Ccoft converts an input grammar into
a Protobuf format, then uses the libprotobuf-mutator to mutate
instantiations of the Protobuf format. Although the tool detected
many reject-valid and accept-invalid bugs, it was only targeted
towards testing of C++ compiler front-ends and was not shown to
generalise beyond C++ subsets.

FuzzTruction [3] is another approach that introduces subtle mu-
tations to generator applications. The approach is successful at gen-
erating almost-valid inputs. The tool is effective with highly struc-
tured formats, especially those that go through complex transfor-
mations like compression and encryption. However, the approach
only works when a generator application is available, which is not
the case for most program parsers.

Unlike byte-level mutators, such as AFL [38], Gmutator per-
forms mutations at the structure level. Random byte mutations
typically break the syntax of an input, whereas we seek to produce
inputs with similar structures.

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented Gmutator, a prototype tool that takes advan-
tage of existing input grammars, and uses a combination of gram-
mar mutation and grammar-based fuzzing as the basis for generat-
ing both well-formed and almost-well-formed inputs. Through a
case study on JSON, we have presented preliminary evidence that
the latter may be effective in identifying discrepancies between the
inputs that systems under test actually accept vs. the inputs that
they are supposed to accept according to the input format.

We have presented a plan for a larger experimental evaluation
to assess the effectiveness of our idea on twelve different SUTs
covering four different input formats. Through this evaluation we
will measure and report on the rate of discrepancies Gmutator can
discover, the improvement in code coverage and crash detection
afforded by exploring a richer space of inputs, and the response
from SUT developers to reports of inputs that trigger discrepancies.

In future work it would be interesting to extend our grammarmu-
tation strategy to include new mutations, including experimenting
with less conservative mutations. One direction would be the use
of grammar fragments to derive new types of grammar mutations.
Grammar fragments can be mined from the ANTLR repository,
where over 200 grammars are available.

Another research direction is to exploit the fact that our mono-
tonic mutation strategy (see §6 and Figure 2) enables the use of seed
inputs, which have the potential to lead to more effective fuzzing.

7 DATA AVAILABILITY

TheGmutator implementation and experimental data are available
at https://srg.doc.ic.ac.uk/projects/gmutator/
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